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About This Content
Crusader Kings II: Horse Lords Content Pack
Crusader Kings II: Horse Lords Content Pack includes four unique unit packs, a portraits pack and a music pack for the Horse
Lords expansion.
Mongol Unit Pack
This unit pack adds seven new unit models exclusively for the Mongol culture.
Early Frankish, Early Germanic & Italian Unit Packs
These unit packs that adds unique unit models for early Frankish and early Germanic cultures, as well as units for Italian
cultures.
Cuman Portraits Packs
The Cuman Portraits pack adds thousands of unique face combinations for male and female characters of the Cuman culture
group.
Songs of the Steppes Music Pack
These songs run while playing ruler among any of the steppe cultures of CKII.
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Portrait and Unit skins are decent enough. Shame there's not more of them - very doubtful that there's enough content in this
pack to justify buying this at the full price.
As long as you're buying this during a Steam Sale, however, there are far stupider things out there that I've spent $3 US on.
Tentative recommend as long as it's on sale.. I know many of the DLC have gotten crap as of late but I recommend this one
alone for the music tracks because they are so good. Currently I am playing as Wessex and purposely incorporated in Bolgar into
my bloddline just to have the tracks appear.
The portraits are great as well and adds flavor.
If money is the problem, just add it to your wishlist like I do and wait for a sale. It always comes around sooner or later.
Thumbs up for sure for sales!. This content pack is worth it just for the excellent music.. They split the DLC into 2 so you also
can feel like being robbed and looted by Mongol Hordes.. It is as advertised, but to be completely honest, I personally only
bought this because it said "Crusader Kings 2 dlc" when I clicked on it. I didn't buy this because of the portraits or Mongol units,
I doubt I'll spend much time in the basin even with Horse Lords. They look like mongols though, and it's quality, so if that's
what you're looking for it's there. I didn't buy this for early Frankish units, because we already had early units, and the start dates
before 1066 are kind of iffy anyway. I didn't buy this for the Italian units, although it was pretty great that they got to stop being
Iberian after they stopped being French. I didn't even buy this for the music scores, which are excellent as always. Setting apart
cultures to give a unique experience is nice. Those other things are nice, and with a few glaring exceptions, they're always nice,
and if you want those things and think they're worth six dollars because Paradox decided they should all be sold together under
one label, I couldn't recommend this more, but if you're buying this for the same reasons I did, I'd recommend waiting until it
goes on sale. Your wallet will thank you.. Not worth it for the price.. Because why sell all the content for Horse Lords in one dlc
when you can split into TWO dlc?
Hahaaa, genius. I thought selling Common Sense as an e-book was shameless enough.
I don't want to buy your crappy four song DLCs. Get rid of them. Why is this not at a discount? the three separate items would
still amount to $6, so you're making me pay 2 extra dollars for something I don't want. Steam is a DIGITAL retailer, they don't
have to free up shelf space for these content packs, so there's no reason they should be separate. This is a scam. Everyone knows
it's a fraud. You're going to kill your stupid Eurotrash company for no reason. Get it? Is your hair growing inside rather than
out?. It probably should be cheaper, but the content here is enjoyable.. While CK2 music is already really good, I did found the
new Songs of the Steeps to be among the best and does improve a lot on immersion and does felt very different from the rest of
the game soundtrack. The pack also come with a lot of new sprites for units (many for early frank, german and italians and off
course, mongols) along with a new Cuman portrait pack. Which make this pack really worth.
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Paradox, you are lucky that I love you more than my wallet
Overall, worth buying if you love the game and would like an extra level of immersion.. DLC weighs down my every thought.
How can I send my children to school now that I've given Paradox their tuition money for endless DLC???. It really is pretty
baffling that you pay 15 bucks for HORSE LORDS, and then they ask you to pay 6 MORE bucks for the portraits and unit
graphics.
Seriously. That's like me going to the grocery, buying a loaf of bread and they ask me to pay an extra 50 cents for the bag that
the bread is in. Or buying a car, getting it home and then getting a bill a month later for the paint job.. An excellent addition to
the game. Not historically accurate, as clans were far less important than aristocracies in Inner Asia, particularly the Mongol
Empire. Nevertheless, the expansion of the map to Mongolia and expansion of play types are much appreciated.. i bought this
because i mistakenly thought it was the expansion. thanks paradox.
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